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ROOM SEARCH
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1

Defaults to A and B room types which are shared campus space.
R and Q spaces belong to a specific college or department and
cannot be scheduled by others.
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Available shows rooms that are both scheduled and available.
Scheduled only shows rooms that are scheduled.
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Leave on Semester unless you are looking for Term 1
or 2 during Fall or Winter.
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20175

20175

Year + Term

Enter the numeric year term in the From and To fields.
5

900

1=Winter 4=Summer
3=Spring 5=Fall

Enter the time you need. For afternoon times
use military time (1300 to 1350) or add a p
(100p to 150p).
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Select the days you need.
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Leave this blank to search all of campus. Enter a building
abbreviation in the box or use the Sel link to limit your search to
a few buildings.
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Enter a size range.
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CHARACTERISTICS
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If the Station Type box is
not checked it will search all
types. Selecting one option
will limit your search.
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If the Floor Level box is not checked it will search
all types. Selecting one option will limit your
search.
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Check the boxes to limit to rooms that have these features. If multiple boxes are checked,
it will only find rooms that meet all of those criteria (ex. do not check TEC and MMC).
CMP = Custom Media Panel (custom TEC room)
MMC = Multimedia cabinet (need to bring a laptop to plug in to the projector)
TEC = Technology podium with computer and projector
Camera PRJ = Cameras installed for recording lectures
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Click GO to run the search.
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SEARCH RESULTS

Click View to
open CLS08.
A blank line
indicates that
the room is
available.
Rooms with
NON-ACAD
Instructor are
not available.
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